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1 Witness Identification 

2 Q. Please state your name and business address. 

3 A. My name is Richard W. Bridal II. My business address is 527 East Capitol 

4 Avenue, Springfield, Illinois 62701. 

5 Q. Have you previously testified in this proceeding?? 

6 A. Yes. My direct testimony is ICC Staff Exhibit 5.0. My rebuttal testimony is ICC 

7 Staff Exhibit 16.0. I also gave oral testimony at the evidentiary hearing on March 

8 13,2012. 

9 Q. What is the purpose of your direct testimony on rehearing in this 

10 proceeding? 

11 A. The purpose of my direct testimony on rehearing is to: 

12 1. Present additional support regarding Average Year vs. Year-End Rate 

13 Base as it pertains to the calculation of the reconciliation year revenue 

14 requirement; 

15 2. Recommend the Commission affirm the conclusion it reached in its Final 

16 Order in this proceeding, dated May 29,2012 (,,11-0721 Order"), in which 

17 the Commission adopted Average Year Rate Base for purposes of 

18 calculating the reconciliation year revenue requirement; and 

19 3. Respond to the Direct Testimony on Rehearing of Commonwealth Edison 

20 Company ("Com Ed", "Company" or "utility") witness Ms. Houtsma 

21 regarding the relationship between the interest rate issue and use of 

22 Average Year or Year-End rate base for purposes of the reconciliation. 
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23 Additional Support for the Commission Conclusion that Average Year Rate Base,_) 
24 'is the Proper Measurement of Rate Base for Purposes of Calculating the 
25 Reconciliation Revenue Requirement 

26 Q. Please describe the additional support regarding Average Year vs. Year-

27 End Rate Base as it pertains to the calculation of the reconciliation year 

28 revenue requirement that you are presenting in this testimony, 

29 A. I am presenting the following additional support for the Commission decision that 

30 it is appropriate to calculate the rate base as an "Average Year Rate Base" (as 

31 defined in the 11-0721 Order at 18, paragraph 1; and AGfAARP Initial Brief at 69-

32 70, which is the year-end rate base for the reconciliation year plus the year-end 

33 rate base from the prior year (i.e" beginning-year rate base for the reconciliation 

34 year) divided by two) for the reconciliation year revenue requirement. The 

35 support includes the following: 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 
44 

45 ,Q. 

46 

1) A definition of "final historical data from the utility's most recently filed 

annual FERC Form 1;" 

2) The Commission's practice of using an average rate base for a 

reconciliation component of an automatic mechanism for the recovery of 

plant investment; and 

3) An illustration of the deficiencies of using Year-End rate base for purposes 

of calculating the reconciliation revenue requirement. 

Definition of "Final Historical Data from the Utility's Most Recently Filed 
Annual FERC Form 1" 

Please provide your understanding of the definition of "final historical data 

from the utility's most recently filed annual FERC Form 1." 
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Subsection 16-10S.5(d)(1) of the Public Utilities Act ("Act") requires inputs to the 

formula rate to be "based on final historical data from the utility's most recently 

filed annual FERC Form 1 ... " (220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(d)(1), emphasis added) 

Although I am not an attomey, I understand this to mean the data included in the 

final version of the FERC Form 1 submitted to the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission ("FERC"). "Final" means ultimate and definitive, or unalterable. 

(The American Heritage Dictionary, Second College Addition, Houghton Mifflin 

Company, 1985, p. 504) Thus, I understand "final" data to be data in a form that 

requires no further updates or corrections - the ultimate and definitive, or 

unalterable version of the data. Because the utility may file corrections and 

resubmissions of its annual FERC Form 1 with the FERC, "final" FERC Form 1 

data means the last or definitive version of that data. Moreover, FERC Form 1 

report data includes both beginning year and year-end data, thus~ "final" data 

could not reasonably be interpreted to mean only year-end data. 

Further, I understand Subsection 16-1 08.5(d)(1) of the Act to state that the 

Commission is to reconcile using "what the revenue requirement would have 

been had the actual cost information for the applicable calendar year been 

available at the filing date." (220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(d)(1), emphasis added) A 

"calendar year" is a period of time beginning on January 1 and ending on 

December 31. (The American Heritage Dictionary, Second College Addition, 

Houghton Mifflin Company, 1985, pp. 229,1400) Thus, Subsection 16-

1 OS.5(d)(1) of the Act directs the Commission to, for purposes of calculating the 

reconciliation revenue requirement, use rate base which represents the entire 
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period from January 1 through December 31, not merely the rate base balance at 

the end of the calendar year. 

Is the use of Average Year Rate Base for purposes of calculating the 

reconciliation revenue requirement consistent with using "final" data for 

the applicable "calendar year"? 

Yes. The determination of Average Year Rate Base uses the beginning year 

balances and the end of year balances, both of which are reported in the most 

recently filed final FERC Form 1. 

Other Examples of the Commission's use of an Average Rate Base for a 
Reconciliation Component of an Automatic Mechanism for the Recovery of 

Plant Investment 

Is there any subsection of the Act, Commission Rules, or prior Commission 

order where the Commission uses an average rate base for purposes of 

calculating a reconciliation revenue requirement? 

Yes. Rider ICR (Infrastructure Cost Recovery) for Peoples Gas Light and Coke 

Company ("PGL"), which the Commission adopted in Docket Nos. 09-0166/09-

0167 (Cons.) to provide for automatic recovery of certain non-revenue producing 

plant not yet included in rate base, used the average actual cost of the plant 

investments for the reconciliation year in determining the reconciliation 

component to be included for recovery in future rates. (PGL ILL. C.C. NO. 28, 

Sixth Revised Sheet No. 135 Section (F)(c) and Seventh Revised Sheet No. 137 

Section (H)(c).) 
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In addition, the Qualified Infrastructure Plant ("QIP") Surcharge authorized by 

Section 9-220.2 of the Act and Code Part 656 of the Commission's rules provide 

a mechanism for automatic recovery of and a return on certain non-revenue 

producing plant not yet included in the rate base of water or sewer utilities. 

Section 9-220(c) of the Act requires that the Commission shall reconcile amounts' 

collected under the water and sewer surcharge with the "actual prudently 

incurred costs recoverable for each annual period during which the surcharge 

was in effect". While I am not an attorney, it is my understanding that the 

Commission has interpreted Section 9-220.2(c) to require the use of an average 

for the particular year rather than the ending balance for the particular year. 

In particular, pursuant to 83 III. Adm. Code 656.80(d) and (f)(4), the Commission 

uses a 13-month average of the QIP investment to determine the required 

reconciliation amount to provide recovery of the actual costs for the year of the 

reconciliation. In fact, the QIP surcharge is very similar to the formula rate in that 

it provides for a return on and recovery of the cost related to the utility's 

investment in plant. Also similar to the formula rate, the QIP surcharge allows for 

the recovery of a reconciliation amount plus interest. 

Please provide an explanation of how the 13-month average required for 

use in the QIP Surcharge by 83 III. Adm. Code 6S6.80(d) is similar to the 

Average Year Rate Base for purposes of determining the reconciliation 

revenue requirement in this proceeding. 

The 13-month average required by 83 III. Adm. Code 656.80(d) effectively 

smoothes out any spikes or valleys in QIP investment during the course of the 
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115 year. By using 13 end-of-month balances starting with the December 31 end-of-

116 month balance from the previous year and ending with the December 31 end-of-

117 month balance from the reconciliation year, the average effectively measures 

118 plant from January 1 through December 31 of the reconciliation year. This is 

119 similar to using an average based on the beginning and ending rate base 

120 balances for purposes of calculating the reconciliation revenue requirement (as 

121 the Commission previously decided in the 11-0721 Order) because both 

122· approaches effectively smooth spikes or valleys in plant investment during the 

123 course of the year, and both approaches effectively measure plant from January 

124 1 through December 31 of the reconciliation year. Assuming ratable incremental 

125 investment throughout the year, both the 13-month average approach and the 

126 beginning/ending Average Year Rate Base approach would result in the same 

127 QI PIrate base amount for the year. This can be illustrated as follows: 

128 Table 1: 13 Month Average Rate Base - Ratable Incremental Investment 

Month Ending 
Incremental Rate Base 
Investment Amount 

December 31 $ 10,000,000 

January 31 $ 1,000,000 $ 11,000,000 
February 28 $ 1,000,000 $ 12,000,000 

March 31 $ 1,000,000 $ 13,000,000 

April 30 $ 1,000,000 $ 14,000,000 

May 31 $ 1,000,000 $ 15,000,000 

June 30 $ 1,000,000 $ 16,000,000 

July 31 $ 1,000,000 $ 17,000,000 

August 31 $ 1,000,000 $ 18,000,000 

September 30 $ 1,000,000 $ 19,000,000 

October 31 $ 1,000,000 $ 20,000,000 

November 30 $ 1,000,000 $ 21,000,000 
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December 31 I $ 1,000,000 I $ 22,000,000 
Total of Month-End Rate Bases Amounts 
Number of Months 

13-Month Average Rate Base 

$ 208,000,000 
13 

16,000,000 

129 Table 2: Simple Average Rate Base - January 1 through December 31 

Rate Base 
Description Amount 

January 1 $ 10,000,000 
December 31 $ 22,000,000 

Simple Average $ 16,000,000 

130 As set forth in Table 1 and Table 2 above, both the 13-month average rate base 

131 and simple average rate base are the same, $16,000,000. 

132 Q. Depending on the amount of monthly incremental investment, will the 

133 resulting 13-month average rate base and simple average rate base always 

134 be the same? 

135 A Not necessarily. The 13-month average rate base and simple average rate base 

136 may differ depending on the monthly incremental investment amounts. For 

137 example, if the amount of monthly incremental investment amountsare uneven 

138 throughout the year, depending on the timing and the level of such investments, 

139 the resulting simple average rate base may be greater than or less than the 13-

140 month average rate base. 

141 Q. If the Commission chose to use a 13-month average calculation similar to 

142 what is used to calculate the QIP surcharge, would data from Company 
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provided records - other than FERC Form 1 - need to be used to determine .j 

the 13 month-end balances? 

Yes. Of the 13 end-of-month balances needed for this calculation, only two would 

be reported in the FERC Form 1 report. The rest would need to be obtained from 

the Company's records. 

Regardless of whether rate base is measured using an Average Year or 

Year-End basis, is data from Company provided records - other than FERC 

Form 1 - used to determine other amounts included in the Company's 

formula rates, particularly its rate base? 

Yes. For example, Schedule FR B-1, including supporting Appendix 1 and WP 

14, indicates that the Company also relies upon data from its records as opposed 

to numbers solely shown on its FERC Form 1 to determine the amount for 

Materials & Supplies Inventory to reflect in its formula rates. 

Deficiencies of Using Year-End Rate Base for Purposes of Calculating the 
Reconciliation Revenue Reguirement 

Please explain why Year-End Rate Base is not appropriate for use in 

calculating the reconciliation revenue requirement. 

As stated by Staff, Intervenors, and the Commission during the initial phase of 

this proceeding, Year-End Rate Base is not the appropriate measurement of rate 

base for purposes of calculating the reconciliation revenue requirement because 

it is a snap-shot of rate base on a single date. The costs for a specific day are 

not representative of actual costs for the applicable calendar year. 
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165 Q. Please provide an example of how Year-End Rate Base does not properly 

166 account for the actual cost of plant for the calendar year. 

167 A. One example of how Year-End Rate Base does not properly account for the 

168 actual cost of plant for the calendar year can been seen in the relationship 

169 between plant in service and depreciation expense. It is incontrovertible that 

170 depreciation expense and plant are directly related. FERC Form 1 does not 

171 reflect a full year's worth of depreciation and amortization expense related to 

172 plant additions for an applicable calendar year because not all plant additions are 

173 in service for the entire year, and plant additions do not begin to be depreciated 

174 until they go into service. If plant additions went into service midyear, for 

175 example, there would only be a half year of depreciation on those additions 

.~. 176 included in the depreciation expense reported on FERC Form 1. This is true 

177 even though the entirety of plant additions for the applicable year, regardless of 

178 what date during the year they were placed into service, will ultimately be 

179 reflected in the year-end balance of plant reported on FERC Form 1. Thus, 

180 FERC Form 1 depreciation expense, which is directly related to plant, is based 

181 on plant balances in service throughout the year, not on the balance of plant in 

182 service at the end of the year. Since depreciation expense is calculated and 

183 recorded periodically throughout the year on plant in service which increases 

184 throughout the year, an average rate base better corresponds to FERC Form 1 

185 depreciation expense than does a year-end rate base. 

186 Q. Is the Company's use of Year-End Rate Base inconsistent with its Smart 

187 Grid deployment plan? 
/-', 
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Yes. The Company's own Advanced Metering Infrastructure ("Smart Grid") 

189 deployment plan as approved in Docket No. 12-0298 calls for a ramped-up 

190 investment in smart meters throughout the year. Smart meters are to be 

191 deployed and put into service not all at once, but gradually, customer by 

192· customer, municipality by municipality, throughout the CornEd service territory. 

193 Use of Year-End Rate Base for purposes of determining the reconciliation 

194 revenue requirement, however, effectively assumes that each year, everyone of 

195 the smart meters was put into service on January 1, which is simply not possible. 

196 Recommendation 

197 Q. What is your recommendation of the appropriate measurement of rate base 

198 for purposes of calculating the reconciliation revenue requirement? 

199 A. I recommend the Commission affirm its May 29, 2012 Order, and issue an Order 

200 on Rehearing which affirms the use of Average Year Rate Base for purposes of 

201 determining the reconciliation revenue requirement. 

202 Response to Direct Testimony on Rehearing from CornEd Witness Ms. Houtsma 

203 Q. In her discussion of the interest rate for reconciliation purposes, Ms. 

204 Houtsma avers that the formula interest rate calculation on Schedule FR A-

205 4 provides one-half year's interest to recognize that rate base and revenue 

206 requirement grows over the course of the year. Additionally, she avers that 

207 using an average rate base for reconciliation purposes is tantamount to 

208 "calculating that interest only on half of the plant investments amount." 

209 (CornEd Ex. 32.0, pp. 11-12) Please comment. 
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Ms. Houtsma incorrectly characterizes both Schedule FR A-4 and the impact of 

using an average rate base. Thus, her arguments are without merit and should 

be rejected. I will address both of her claims in the order that she presents them 

in her testimony. 

Please explain how Schedule FR A-4 is incorrectly characterized by Ms. 

Houtsma. 

216 A. Schedule FR A-4 calculates the reconciliation amount that is either charged or 

217 refunded to ratepayers with interest. It assumes that the reconciliation amount is: 

218 a) evenly incurred each month of the rate year (Year X); and b) is either refunded 

219 or charged to ratepayers monthly in the year after the reconciliation proceeding is 

220 concluded (Year X+2). Because the formula uses this simplifying monthly 

221 assumption, a timing adjustment to the interest rate applied to each monthly 

222 reconciliation amount is made during the rate year (Year X) to appropriately 

223 recognize that amounts incurred earlier in the year have more time to accrue 

224 interest than amounts incurred later in the year. For example, a reconciliation 

225 amount incurred in January of Year X is assumed to accrue interest for 11.5 

226 months in that year (which I will refer to as "interest months") whereas a 

227 reconciliation amount incurred in November of Year X would have only 1.5 

228 interest months in that year. This results in a total of 72 interest months for Year 

229 X (i.e., 11.5 interest months for January balance + 10.5 interest months for 

230 February balance ... +0.5 interest months for December balance = 72 interest 

231 months). In the year following the rate year (or Year X+1), all of the reconciliation 

232 amounts accrued in Year X, accrue interest for the full 12 months. Thus, the 
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233 schedule· evenly applies 12 months of interest to the Year X reconciliation 

234 amount. This results in a total of 144 interest months (12 monthly balances x 12 

235 months' interest) for Year X+1. 

236 As described above, Schedule FR A-4 provides a proper timing adjustment to the 

237 interest rate based on the assumed timing of the receipt of the revenue 

238 requirement from ratepayers. That there are only 72 interest months (or one-half) 

239 in Year X compared to 144 interest months in Year X+1 (which results from the 

240 simplifying monthly assumptions) in Schedule FR A-4 does not short change or 

241 unduly disadvantage the Company. Contrary to what Ms. Houtsma implies, there 

242 is no impact on the amount of the revenue requirement itself (which would occur 

243 if rate base were measured on an end of year basis instead of an average). 

244 Instead, the interest calculation impact is limited to the reconciliation amount that 

245 is either charged or refunded to ratepayers. 

246 Q. Please comment on Ms. Houtsma's claim that using an average rate base 

247 for reconciliation purposes is tantamount to "calculating that interest only 

248 on half of the plant investments amount." 

249 A. Ms. Houtsma's claim is false. First, regardless of whether Average Year Rate 

250 Base or Year-End Rate Base is used for purposes of determining the 

251 reconciliation revenue requirement, interest is calculated on the revenue 

252 requirement reconciliation amount; interest is not calculated on the incremental 

253 plant investment amount as Ms. Houtsma's statement implies. To determine the 

254 revenue requirement reconciliation amount, the impact of incremental plant 
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255 investment (using either.\he Average Year or Year-End rate base approach) is 

256 determined by multiplying the incremental plant investment by the Company's 

257 authorized rate of return on rate base. It is this resulting revenue requirement 

258 amount, not the amount of plant investments, that is directly included in the 

259 calculation of interest for reconciliation purposes. 

260 The weakness in Ms. Houtsma's claim is easily illustrated in the following 

261 example of a hypothetical utility that steadily increases its rate base with 

262 investments throughout the year. 

263 Table 3: Hypothetical Utility Rate Base in Year X (Cumulative Balance) 

Month Rate Base Amount Time in Rate Base' 

January 1 $10 million 12 months 

February 1 $11 million 11 months 

March 1 $12 million 10 months 

April 1 $13 million 9 months 

May 1 $ 14 million 8 months 

June 1 $15 million 7 months 

July 1 $16 million 6 months 

August 1 $17 million 5 months 

September 1 $18 million 4 months 

October 1 $19 million 3 months 

November 1 $20 million 2 months 

December 1 $21 million 1 month 

December 31 $22 million 1 day 

1 From the first day of the month listed in the first column to January 1 of the following calendar year (i.e., 
.,0'. Year X+1) 
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In the above example, the Year-End Rate Base is $22 million, consisting of $10 

265 million in rate base as of January 1 plus $12 million incremental investment 

266 during the year. The Average Year Rate Base as calculated using the method 

267 adopted by the Commission in its 11-0721 Order would be $16 million (i.e., $10 

268 million + $22 million divided by two). Clearly, a $16 million Average Year Rate 

269 Base is significantly more than $11 million (i.e., half of $22 million) which Ms. 

270 Houtsma incorrectly suggests would be the result of an Average Year calculation. 

271 Conclusion 

272 Q. Does this conclude your prepared direct testimony on rehearing? 

273 A. Yes, it does. 
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